New results of research of surrounding landscapes and settlement history are presented in our Museum of Archaeology and Ecology Dithmarschen, directly next to the train station in Albersdorf. It is possible to face the past with original exhibits, models, reconstructions and productions. Admire wild game trophies from reindeer hunters of the ice age, weapons that once belonged to the Stone Age people and early medieval castle buildings. Cultural and prehistorical burial customs are displayed in a separate exhibition area.

**Opening times:**
Wednesday through Sunday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
End of March to the beginning of November.
Admission Fees on our homepage! Also reduced taxes.

Reduced admission with a Nordbahn ticket (Line Büsum – Neumünster).

Please visit our current special exhibition!

New offers for children in our museum:
A guided tour, birthday parties, museums rallye with a certificate as well as an area for reading and playing.

The Stone Age village is limited accessible. Dogs on a leash are welcome. Status Season 2019.

---

**Steinzeitpark Dithmarschen**
Süderstr. 47
25767 Albersdorf
Tel. 04835-971097
Fax 04835-2137614
info@aoeza.de
www.steinzeitpark-dithmarschen.de
Visit us also on Facebook and Instagram!

---

**Museum Albersdorf**
Bahnhofstr. 29
25767 Albersdorf
Tel. 04835-971974

---

Prehistory very closely...

Welcome to the Stone Age!

More specials now!
Archaeology and Nature...

Welcome to the Stone Age – The clocks are turned back in Albersdorf! Here at The Stone Age Park Dithmarschen we revive our ancient past and make history an experience, tangible for young and old. History is not something that we learn only by reading books but much more so if we experience history with all our senses. Which is why we reconstructed an entire stone age village from real blueprints developed from the remains of archaeological digging sites. The stone age buildings are embedded on approx. 40 hectares of open-air exhibition area. It is an artificial landscape of the first farmers and stockbreeders from Northern Germany 5,000 years ago. Dip into the life of the Stone Age Village! Here, ancient animals, like the aurochs grazing on the vast fields and rare old grains are grown. Admire the longhouses built after archaeological blueprints and the impressive megalithic tombs in the woods. Do not miss out on unforgettable adventures on our unique Nature Playground. Stroll through the mystic Stone Age Woods and get creative in our original Nature Experience Room „Gieselautal“.

...experiencing very closely...

Try out your Stone Age abilities!
“Living in the Stone Age”
For all ages, it is possible to work with flint, make fire, try out bow and arrow, produce Stone Age jewellery and bake bread (changing program) in the Stone Age Village on Sundays and national holidays. These and further programs can be booked with us in advance. They are specifically designed for families, organizations, business celebrations, and school functions.

New attractions:
A Stone Age moor path, Stone Age hunter in our mesolithic Stone Age village, a trapper parcours, stations to try out, barefoot path (with more than ten stations), as well as big grazing land for old animal breeds.

Do not miss out any of our various attractions.
Visit our website and take a look at the scheduled events of the season. www.steinzeitpark-dithmarschen.de

...in the Stone Age Park!

The Stone Age Park is accessible throughout the whole year (parking fee for cars!). The Stone Age Village can be visited from end of March to the beginning of November, each Tuesday through Sunday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. There are regular programs in which you can take part on Sundays and bank holidays.

Admission Fees on our homepage!
Also reduced taxes.
Reasonable combination-offer for Stone Age Park and museum are obtainable.

Tip: The Stone Age Houses can be rented for your business celebrations, club parties or family parties.

The Stone Age Park is an official part of megalithic routes by the European Council. For more detailed information visit: www.megalithicroutes.eu

Great idea for a unique and unforgettable birthday party!

Escape our hectic world and fully immerse yourself with our available audio guide. Our new audio guide can be directly downloaded on your smartphone and offer interesting information and new insights about the Stone Age – download is included in admission.

The Stone Age Park is an archaeological open-air museum that integrates the surrounding landscape. Since 1997 the park has been developed on a plot of land over 40 hectares large. There are original, on-site monuments, as well as a reconstructed Stone Age Settlements from mesolithic and neolithic times.